Abstract-Job Shop scheduling problem (JSSP), which is called NP-Hard, is classified as one of the most difficult problems. Existing methods for the solution of such problems is not enough. Therefore, to solve such problems, some of the artificial intelligence techniques are used. In this study, clonal selection algorithm (CSA), which is one of artificial immune algorithms, is proposed to solve the job shop scheduling problems. In the proposed method the selection of a set of clone and mutation process of selected antibodies were carried out. This method is named after clone-mutation mechanism. The proposed method was applied on some test problems called as Ft06, La01, La03, La04 and La05. Furthermore, the application, in order to understand the effect of the mutation mechanism was executed with values ranging from 0 to 1, and the results are given in the Table VI. The results obtained are compared with the best known makespan values. As a result, the proposed method has been applied successfully in job shop scheduling problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems emerge in the most important moments of our lives. It is very important to solve problems like distribution of health workers in hospitals, nursing scheduling, vehicle routing, aircraft scheduling, schools optimization services and job-machine optimization in factories.
In this study clonal selection algorithm which gives very good results in many different scheduling problems was applied to job shop scheduling problem. As distinct from the classical clonal selection algorithm, specific changes in the mechanism of clone selection and mutation were made according to the problem. Antibodies that have more than a particular threshold have been selected from within the entire population and then these antibodies are included in the set of clone. In the cluster the mutation process was performed to every antibody. As a result of mutation process obtained antibodies subjected to re-selection and this process was continued for all iterations.
As a result, the minimum completion time is calculated for the entire job. Up to date many studies on job shop scheduling has been conducted. The rapid development of artificial intelligence techniques increased success to the application of algorithms to this type of optimization. Some studies conducted so far on the job shop scheduling is given below.
Garey et al., examined the complexity of flow and job shops scheduling. In addition, they stated that in two machine job shop production scheduling; NP-hard is the best solution to make lowest total completion time [1] .
Arkin and Silverberg, worked on job shop scheduling problem with constant start and end time. They proposed an algorithm to maximize the number of completed jobs with the same functionality machines. In this way, they attempted to minimize the completion of job by doing maximum work in a certain time [2] .
Ogbu and Smith, attempted to reduce the completion time of simulated annealing and banned search techniques. Thus, the completion of all work provided as quickly as possible [3] .
Sotskov and Shakhlevich, examined the specific situation which the number of job is 3, in order to determine complexity of job shop scheduling problem that minimizes the maximum completion time. Eventually operations can be divided into parts or not, both within the purview of job shop scheduling problem with three machines and three jobs has proven to be NP-hard [4] .
Zhou et al., indicated that scheduling is important for the shop production management and combinatorial optimization. They proposed hybrid genetic algorithm method which takes rules of scheduling into account. They compared the results obtained with the neighborhood search, simulated annealing and the traditional genetic algorithm [5] .
Yang et al, proposed memetic algorithm based on clonal selection to solve the jobs scheduling problems. They compared the obtained result with different studies [6] .
Murugesan et al., in their "Clonal selection algorithm using improved initialization for solving JSSP" named study have proposed a new method for job shop scheduling. The proposed method provides better results and faster convergence than with the conventional method. They compared the results obtained with genetic algorithm [7] .
Akhshabi et al., used clonal selection algorithm in flexible job shop scheduling problems. They aimed to minimizing the time for completion of the work. When the results obtained are analyzed, the proposed method has been applied successfully in scheduling problems [8] .
Cheng et al., in 2013 they published an article named "A hybrid evolutionary algorithm to solve the job shop scheduling problem". In this article they have proposed hybrid evolutionary algorithm (HEA) to solve the job shop scheduling problems. Tabu search algorithm is incorporated into the evolutionary process and it has been adapted to the job shop scheduling problem. Their proposed method was applied to commonly used test problems in the literature and has been obtained 90% of the best known solutions [9] .
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II. JOB SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM
JSSP is the most complex structured in terms of the classification of scheduling problems. Because there is no restriction on the number of process of a specific job and there are many production routes are available to be considered as an alternative. Job shop scheduling has its own processes and processing order and every order to be processed on different machines [10] .
To understand the general logic of Job shop scheduling problems Table I -II and Fig. 1 are given below. In Table I the 3×3 job shop problem has been given. In Table II according to the Table I a job example with 9 processes to be solved is given. Fig. 1 shows the solved state of the job given in Table  II .
The aim of this study is to develop a method to solve the job shop scheduling problem described above as quickly as possible. So that the total completion time of all operations can be minimized. 
III. CLONAL SELECTION ALGORITHM
The principle of clonal selection expresses the properties of the immune response which is given by the system against an antigenic stimulation. This principle forms the basis of the algorithm used by the immune system [11] . CSA which takes advantage of the natural immune system uses the basic characteristics of the immune response against an antigenic stimulus.
CSA is based on the principle of the proliferation of only cells which recognize antigens in the system. It means those which recognize would be selected by antigens but those who do not would not be selected. These selected cells are subjected to the process of formation of similarity. This process increases the similarity of cells to antigen. The basic operation related to immunity which is taken into account has been given below [12] .
• Storing the memory cells, 
IV. CSA WITH CLONE-MUTATION MECHANISM
The proposed method uses the basic steps of clonal selection algorithm. Besides the classical method a different method of mutation and selection process is proposed. In classic selection and mutation mechanism the entire cluster is
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subjected to mutation process. In the proposed method selected antibodies are included in the clone set. Proposed mutation mechanism is applied only to antibodies in the clone set. Set of receptor are eliminated from system and replaced by a new produced antibody.
The most important two phases of the proposed method are selection and mutation operations. General descriptions about them are given below.
Creating a set of clones (selection): Cloning ratio value is multiplied by the number of population to obtain cloning number. This number is the sum of antibodies which has the best makespan values in the population. This number is then multiplied by the cloning multiplier value provided as the parameter. Antibodies are constructed in clone set as much as obtained number.
• Subjecting the clones set to mutation (mutation): All antibodies obtained from the clone set undergo mutation. This process has provided diversity to achieve the best solution.
Antibody size which is 36 with a 6×6 antibody is given in Table III . The mutation mechanism for this antibody is given in Table IV.   TABLE III: A 6×6 ANTIBODY Two positions are replaced according to Table IV. But they should not be the same value. A decimal number is generated randomly to perform this operation. The produced value must be smaller than the mutation as a result of which the mutation process to be performed. After these operations obtained new antibodies are given in Table V. All the steps of proposed mechanism are given below.
 Set the initial parameters (number of population, number of iterations, cloning rate, cloning multiplier, choose the best rate, mutation rate),  Generate random antibody to the number of population and initially give a value of 0 to index,  Increase the number of index by 1 and calculate each antibody's makespan value,  Sort the antibody with best makespan (at least) value in the population and specify the best antibodies as of clone's number,  Reproduce the best clones as the number of clone multiplier and create the P(clone) set,  Specify a value "a" , give 0 to the value and start the loop,  Apply mutation process according to the requirement "Is produced random decimal smaller than the mutation rate?" to all clones set,  Add antibody in the population as the number of the best selection from P(clone) and subtract antibody from list as the number of added,  Create random antibodies as the number of remaining selection number and change the old antibodies in population with those produced,  Update the entire population, sort from best to worst and specify the best of local antibody,  "The best local makespan value is better than the best global makespan value?" update the best solution according to the requirement,  If terminating criteria is satisfied, terminate the process and display the results. Otherwise, continue the loop.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed clone-mutation mechanism using clonal selection algorithm applied to 5 different tests problem, Ft06, La01, La03, La04 and La05. These have been taken from "http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/orlib/files/jobshop1 .txt" web site [13] , [14] . Additionally, initial parameter value was selected as follow: number of population 100, number of International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 4, No. 1, February 2014 iterations 1000, number of trials 5, cloning ratio 0.6, mutation rate 0.8, cloning multiplier 10 and the best selection ratio 0.7. On the other hand, when the length of every antibody is not the same therefore these values varies from test problem to another test problem. The mutation rate which is one of the parameters has been studied. The application has been tested for mutation rate of parameter values between 0 and 1. The results obtained by different mutation rates are given in Table  VI .
Time completion of the works for all problems expresses the makespan. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the CSA proposed to solve the job shop scheduling problems. In addition to this classical CSA study, a set of clone selection and mutation mechanism is proposed. In this method, the selected antibodies for set of clones were mutated. Instead of antibodies inside the receptor set, randomly generated antibodies were added to system. In this way instead of antibodies far from the best makespan value the new antibodies are produced. This will increase the diversity. Increasing the diversity will prevent the local hang-ups. After working through all the iterations of the proposed method of global best value, it will be labeled as the best makespan value.
After analyzing the results given in Table VII we can see that the value 55 for Ft06, 666 for La01 and 593 for La05 has been obtained. These values are the best known makespan values. The best makespan values have been approached for La03 and La04.
Application ran for every mutation parameter's value between 0 and 1 in clone-mutation mechanism. After examining the results in Table VI , we can see that the mutation rate of 0.5 to 1 is more sensible selection. This study is important because of the implementation of CSA, which uses clone-mutation mechanism, in JSSP. Amendment to the current algorithm has provided many benefits in terms of obtaining the best makespan values.
